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INTRODUCTORY TRAINING PROGRAMME ON STABILIZED RAMMED EARTH
26th-27th September 2017
Venue- Maithel’s farmhouse, behind Dangayach farm, Jagatpura, Jaipur
Conducted by- Mr. Tejas Kotak and team, Hunnarshala Foundation, Bhuj

Training programme and hands on workshop
A two day introductory workshop that started with a basic presentation from Mr. Tejas about how and
when the Hunnarshala Foundation was established and the objective for its foundation. This lead us to
the Bhuj Earthquake on 26th January 2001 and the rehabilitation works that followed the quake were
very peculiar and traditional in nature which lead to the conception of Hunnarshala.

The first presentation in the series was about various earth techniques and their relevance.
• stabilised earth construction techniques
• un stabilised rammed earth techniques
A. Abode (bricks sun dried, kiln dried)
B. Cob ( dough, in situ drying)
C. Wattle and daub (wood skeleton and soil, cow dung, straw mixture covering)
D. Rammed earth ( masonry on site )
Examples from china, Africa and India were discussed in detail along with a few examples from Ar. F L
Wright and Ar.Le Corbusier’s works in Michigan using earth as a construction material . This was
followed by the composition of soil and their percentages variations for different typology. A basic
composition is as follows
-gravel
-sand

-silt
-clay
-organic matter
-salts
-minerals
Once we decide to construct, the first step is to identify the soil type and the type of construction to be
undertaken. This can happen by a lab test or another way of doing the same is by a “soil feel test”, that
is been undertaken by the masons who do not have easy access to the testing labs. The following tests
were undertaken
1) feel the soil when it's dry, if it has a smell, the texture whether it's with gravels, clayey texture, silty
texture or sandy.
2) Once water is added is there a smell? Is it sticking to the palm of hand and not falling once the palm
is parallel to the ground .
3) Can it hold water or the water runs out if made a bowl out of the soil type and poured water in it.

These basic tests gives a basic idea of types of soil and based on these we can also send it for a lab
test and seize tests. Once the tests are done the stabilised rammed earth mixture composition is
worked out which includes cement ,crusher dust, or Surkhi, depending on the finish that is to be
achieved and prepared for the site in situ construction which includes 4times dry mixing of the
components and 4times wet mixing. The mis should just have enough water to bind the material if you
hold the soil in your fist.

Once the tests were done and a soil mix is been designed we also saw samples which they had
brought with them.
After a basic introduction of the mounds used for stabilised rammed earth construction. The inside of
the mould is to be lined by 1 part oil and 2 part diesel to make the removal of the moods easier.

We started with a hands on for stabilised rammed earth technique.the layers are of 4” depth and that
needs to be rammed manually and after this the finished layer remains 2-2.5” depth.

Day 2
The day started with removal of the first course of SRE and then we worked on a larger module of the
same which measured 5’ in length. The depth of the mould is limited to 1’-9” as ramming becomes
thought if the depth is increased.
We also made a few changes in the composition of the soil mix used for SRE and did the first course of
4” depth each before ramming. While the masonry was left to dry there was another presentation by
Hunnarshala that explained their projects and the construction techniques used along with peculiar site
features that directed the typology.
We worked on the second course after that, hence we also understood the vertical extensions and the
props used to support rammed earth masonry.

After the completion and the removal of the same the session was concluded by an thank you note
from the sponsors and the certificate awarding ceremony. A few images attached for your reference and
the certificate of participation is also added with the document.

